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           Kant’s theory of knowledge primarily provides that intuitions cannot exist without concepts and 

thoughts cannot exist without contents. His assertions present knowledge as a product of intuitions and 

thoughts, which means that the absence of one element indicates a lack of knowledge. Accordingly, the 

interaction between understanding, the power to think, and sensibility, the ability to receive or acquire 

information, constitutes knowledge. Kant's theory of knowledge proposes three fundamental questions, 

"What should I do?" "What can I know?” and “What can I hope for?” He offers explicit responses to these 

questions in the Critique of Practical Reason, the Critique of Pure Reason, and the Critique of Judgment, 

respectively. He takes an epistemological approach to knowledge inquiry, criticizing the validity of 

knowledge and examining its limits. Although previous philosophical evaluations of knowledge 

underscore knowledge of external objects in the universe, Kant emphasizes cognition and human 

understanding of objects.



           A narrowed focus on the concepts of Transcendental Aesthetics and Transcendental Logic and the 

relationship between the two offers valuable insights into Kant's theory of knowledge. The term 'aesthetic,' 

as employed by Kant, denotes a priori of principles addressing intuition or sensibility. Accordingly, the 

concept of transcendental aesthetics evaluates the purest forms of intuition, time, and space as critical 

knowledge sources (Massimi 3285). Time and space form our intuition and influence the subjectivity of 

our minds. The definition of space as a necessary condition where objects must be located makes it an 

essential presupposition by which we can effectively intuit. Thus, space is pure intuition since it is 

logically and undeniably imaginable. On the other hand, time is often assumed in every experience as it 

cannot occur at a specific point. Regardless, time constitutes a priori intuition due to its presupposition in 

periods, segments, and temporal units. If time and space are a priori conditions of inner sensing and outer 

intuition, transcendental ideality, and empirical reality, then sensibility plays an essential role in knowledge 

acquisition (Massimi 3286). Hence, experience is a product of Spatio-temporal elements, meaning we can 

only develop intuitions after experiencing specific objects, evidenced by sense perceptions such as 

touching and seeing. In summary, our knowledge is limited to the overall conditions of possible objects of 

experience.



           On the other hand, transcendental logic provides a priori of understanding the essential concepts 

that constitute knowledge. Transcendental logic addresses the theory of thought, investigating the material 

and formal aspects of thought and examining why thought concepts relate to real objects instead of being 

empty. Understanding the spontaneity of thought is fundamental to comprehending the concept of 

knowledge. The faculty of thought spontaneity operates based on our ability to think through concepts 

because thinking only presupposes concepts, which depend on an individual's understanding. Further,
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since understanding depends on sensibility, the concept can be expressed as empirical and a priori because 

it rationalizes the study object and emphasizes formality. A concept refers to a rule of synthesis of 

combination. Hence, empirical concepts and a priori originate from understanding, constituting rules of 

combination (Willaschek and Watkins 3200). According to Kant’s theory, a priori and empirical concepts 

demonstrate similarity in their synthetic and spontaneous function of understanding. Thus, if intuition 

generates unstructured sensations from time and space, concepts determine and synthesize such sensations 

(Westphal 60). Understanding develops the rules that promote an individual’s comprehension of intuition 

and analyses its alignment with the interpretation provided. Hence, the absence of thought implies a series 

of indeterminate, unconnected sensations that cannot accurately perceive reality.



           Kant’s theory of knowledge emphasizes the critical role of thought in knowledge development. 

Kant argues that knowledge goes beyond simply analyzing contents and concepts to include synthesis. In 

particular, knowledge demands more than intuitive aspects of time and space since we have to correlate the 

different representations of data and comprehend them in a single cognition, constituting synthesis. 

Synthesis plays a fundamental role in knowledge as it informs our concepts with content. Kant argues that 

we can only develop concepts through analysis, which demands a synthesis through cognitive elements to 

form content. Thus, the mere acquisition of knowledge does not yield knowledge. On the contrary, we 

have to process sensations to acquire knowledge. Knowledge requires concepts based on understanding 

and analysis of sensational thoughts. Kant also believed in the existence of pure concepts of 

understanding, also known as the intellectual state of human understanding, which do not require 

significant synthesis (Willaschek and Watkins 3208). Therefore, the theory of knowledge argues that we 

can only know objects about which we have sensible intuition. Accordingly, we should not confuse 

knowing, the ability to think with experience with pure reason, thinking without experience since we can 

only be known through experience.



           Kant's theory of knowledge describes knowledge as the combination of intuitions and thoughts, or 

concepts and thoughts, making it impossible to achieve knowledge without a single element. Thinking 

entails content we acquire through intuition, which means thinking has no relation to knowing (Willaschek 

and Watkins 3210). Thus, it is erroneous to believe that we can know through thinking alone. Instead, 

understanding, which occurs through sense manipulation, employs logic and aesthetics to develop 

knowledge. Therefore, knowledge demonstrates a duality of concepts and intuitions as a necessary 

component for understanding and sensibility.  We cannot conceptualize objects that have not occurred 

through space and time as they do not satisfy Kant’s necessary conditions for knowledge.



           In conclusion, Kant’s theory of knowledge underscores the duality of understanding and sensibility, 
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providing a valuable response to the question, “How can I know?” According to the theory, we gain 

knowledge through thinking and intuition since knowledge resonates from the experience of thought and 

senses. Therefore, knowledge combines thoughts, intuitions, and proper synthesis of information acquired. 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